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The Bucchino Bugle

Bleepers Jeepers

Finally, Change

Cumming, GA (AP) Rockstar Games,
a subsidiary of Take-Two Interactive and
creator of the video game Grand Theft Auto
V, held a hasty press conference today and
denied reports that their product prompted
adverse behavioral effects in young
players. “We take our bleeping games and
our bleeping young gamers seriously,” said
spokesman Artie ‘FM’ Manuel, “and it isn’t
our bleeping fault if the bleeping Geissert
kids hear a few bleeping bad words.” When
contacted for comment, Christian and Katie
father, David ‘Snooze’ Geissert responded,
“We haven’t heard any bleeping problem.”

Alpharetta, GA (UPI) The Board
of Directors at Wells Fargo Bank, Inc.
announced the recent employment of
former Publix retail clerk April Geissert as
a teller at a local north Georgia branch in
a recent telephone interview. “We felt that
the 25 billion in TARP funds we received
from the government would finally place
us in a financial position secure enough
to allow adding April to our staff, and
enhance our customer service.” remarked
Board spokesperson Debbie ‘Debit’ Kard,
“And best of all, she knows which way that
silly stagecoach logo is supposed to face.
We can never remember, so we’ve put her
in charge of that.” Former Secretary of the
Treasury Timothy ‘Toxic’ Geithner was
unavailable for comment and reportedly
under heavy sedation.

Grandkids Vocabulary Grows

Doggie Treats

New Puppy A Quick Study
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surveys her
front yard and
spends time
outside on her
first day home
after being
adopted by the
Bucchinos.
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Cumming, GA (Reuters) The
American Kennel Club (AKC) has formally
recognized Sandra Dee ‘Sandy’ Bucchino,
an adorable Terrier-Chihuahua mix puppy
adopted by Jeff and Candy early in 2013,
as one of the most highly trained canines
in the country. “We have been astonished
at the number of difficult tricks Sandy has
learned in such a short time,” marveled AKC
President Newton ‘Neuter’ Spade, “and we
have to applaud Jeff for his extraordinary
efforts.” The AKC press release listed some
of the astounding behaviors that Sandy has
mastered so far: heavy shedding, chewing
on drywall, sleeping, and licking herself.
“While teaching her to chew on drywall
was a fairly straightforward and simple
process,” Jeff ‘The Puppy Whisperer’
explained, “showing her how to lick her
butt took quite a while and gave me a really
sore neck.” Sandy’s other master, Candy,
was unavailable for comment and rumored
to be hoarding mouthwash.

Hope Remains Elusive

Galactic Mystery

Space Case Reaches Milestone
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soon-to-be nine year old Katie, seems to
have acclimated to life on earth reluctantly,
clinging to extra-terrestrial tastes in music
and pop culture such as Justin Bieber,
Miley Cyrus, and Neil Diamond. Recent
rumors suggest negotiations are underway
between Capitol Hill and the White House
to possibly place Christian in charge of
the operationally-challenged Obamacare
website. Calls to the White House press
secretary for comment were not returned.
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See More Mutts
Canines Cause Chaos

Christian
Geissert, the
world’s first
alien baby,
enjoying a
typical summer
day in Georgia.
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Cumming, GA (AP) In the decade
following the explosive news of the birth
of Christian ‘Arduino’ Geissert, the world’s
first documented alien baby, and his
alien sister Katie, scientists are no closer
to unlocking the secrets of their birth.
“While we haven’t made much progress
on details concerning how they came to
be on this planet,” explained the famed
astrophysicist Mortimer ‘Oort’ Cloud, “we
have learned quite a lot in the past 10 years
by studying their behavioral processes in a
controlled environment, mostly at our Matt
Elementary laboratory.” Published lab
reports show that Christian is especially
adept at algebra, reading and perhaps not
coincidentally, technology of all kinds,
especially astronomy. The younger alien,

Cumming, GA (Reuters) People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA)
issued a sharply worded press release
today, chastising April and David Geissert
for irresponsibly starting what PETA
characterized as “a potential puppy mill”
in their home. “Even though both puppies
may be adorable, fun and female,“ PETA
spokeswoman Patty ‘Carrot’ Kaike, said in
a phone interview, “we feel the Geisserts
are carelessly ignoring the tragic lessons
we all learned from Jurassic Park. Nature
will not be denied. Life, ah, finds a way.”
When asked for comment, Katie Geissert,
co-owner of the two compact canines
Valerie and Charlotte, yelled, “What do
you call a bleeping blind dinosaur’s dog? A
bleeping Do-You-Think-He-Saurus-Rex!!”
When contacted by our reporting staff,
the spokesperson for Michael ‘Extinct’
Crichton’s estate declined to comment.

Merry Christmas
from Jeff, Candy,
Sara & Sandra Dee
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